
/ Luxe et supplément d’âme /
/ Mindful Luxury /



Drawing inspiration from my own life experience, I created my

eponymous “Laurence du Tilly” brand in 2019, offering an extensive

range of furniture and interior design accessories that are MY very

own signature features: clean, natural, timeless lines; high quality,

traceable materials; craftsmanship that prioritizes local production.

An adept of “made-to-measure” design, my collections of tables and

lamps can be made to order in any of the 200 colors featured in the

RAL color chart. My furniture can also be adapted for outdoor use.

My interior design universe is an ode to serenity and harmony, an

emotional journey of discovery that successfully combines iconic

symbols from the past with a decidedly contemporary twist.



UNIQUE PIECE

MANUFACTURING 100% MADE IN FRANCE AND EUROPE.

What I like is to give you the opportunity to choose the color that suits you

best, the one that will fit perfectly into your interior and will be in perfect

harmony with your decoration.

All the products are manufactured in a workshop in France, apart from the

lamps which are produced in Portugal.

The craftsmen share my values and work exclusively with the finest 

materials, including wood and steel, to create elegant, authentic, and 

resilient products.

They are all available in 200 shades and 2 finishes (indoor and outdoor)

A hesitation in choosing the color that will suit you best? I offer a 

consulting & expertise service to guide you in your choice.

concept



Coffee
tables

Making metal appear softer through the use of natural shapes,

thus accentuating its elegant and refined finish.

The first of my brand's designs for the living room, which

represents one of the home’s focal points, the coffee tables’

clean, smooth, and circular lines strike a perfect balance

between sobriety and timelessness. They blend seamlessly

into all styles of decor.

Make your furniture your own by selecting the color that best

matches your interior style from among the 200 shades

available in the RAL color chart.



Bohemian

Oval table top 160x80cm

Height of leg 35cm in powder-coated metal

Weight 60kg

Custom color : 200 colors from the RAL color chart

3 available finishes: Fine-Textured Matt, Gloss or Satin.

Comes with Teflon pads under the central base



Gipsy 80

Powder-coated steel

GIPSY 80 Ø80xH30 cm

Weight 24kg

Custom color : 200 colors from the RAL color chart

3 available finishes: Fine-Textured Matt, Gloss or Satin.

Powder-coated steel

GIPSY 110 Ø110xH35 cm

Weight 45kg

Custom color : 200 colors from the RAL color chart

3 available finishes: Fine-Textured Matt, Gloss or Satin.

Gipsy 110



Sofa
end-table

The ideal object for those who want to experiment with a splash of 

color!

The /GIPSY 45/ table can switch role within your home, in the blink of an 

eye and whenever you wish:

a sofa end-table, an occasional table, a bedside table, or a side table... 

positioned near an armchair, in the entrance, in a master or child's 

bedroom or in the corner of a room as a source of indirect lighting… 

Given its color and proportions, it’s easy to find a perfect spot for this 

coffee table which will become an elegant, understated accessory for 

your home. 



Gipsy 45

Powder-coated steel

GIPSY 45 Ø45xH40 cm

Weight 14kg

Custom color : 200 colors from the RAL color chart

3 available finishes: Fine-Textured Matt, Gloss or Satin.



Dining
tables

The home has become a refuge, a vital element of our well-being, 

and the way we decorate lies at the heart of this trend. I have 

designed two dining tables in order to bring together all my  friends 

and family members. 

I opted for a fine-textured matt finish for the powder-coating of 

these dining tables. It is less easily damaged and therefore more 

suitable for regular use.

The finish gives a velvety-smooth appearance that contrasts well 

with the straight lines of the two table legs.



Ibiza

4/6 people
Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Matt

Round top 120cm, Height 72cm

Weight 70kg

Custom color : 156 colors from the RAL color chart
Comes with Teflon pads under the table legs



Boho

10/12 people
Table legs : Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Matt

Curved table top in powder-coated aluminum 120 x 240 cm

Height 75cm

Weight 80kg

Custom color : 156 colors from the RAL color chart
Comes with Teflon pads under the table legs



Console
tables

The /LUNA/ console table emanates both strength and a sense of 

femininity. It can blend in discreetly or stand out majestically in an 

entrance hall, or indeed any other room inside your home.

As its name suggests, the timeless quality of its rounded lines, 

simultaneously strong but soft, make an allusion to the moon.

Available in three different sizes, the LUNA console can be adapted 

to fit a variety of interior spaces and is available in a range of colors 

based on the RAL color chart.



Luna

Powder-coated steel

Custom color : 200 colors from the RAL color chart

3 available finishes: Fine-Textured Matt, Gloss or Satin.

LUNA 110cm
Console top 110x37 cm, Height 85 cm

LUNA 130cm
Console top 130x37 cm, Height 85 cm

LUNA 150cm
Console top 130x37 cm, Height 85 cm



Bench

The most recent creation, /ESPRIT/ is a bench that reflects the 
smooth, understated lines of my universe. It can be placed at the 
foot of a bed, against a wall in an entrance hall or corridor, or used 
as a coffee table...



Esprit

Powder-coated steel

Custom color : 200 colors from the RAL color chart

Available finishes: Fine-Textured Matt or Satin.

ESPRIT 140cm
Bench top 140x40cm

Height 35cm

*Request the length to suit your requirements, from 100 cm to 200 cm.



Primitive
collection

I spent my childhood in close proximity to African Art, and have

always been fascinated by the diversity of this traditional art

form.

African art and crafts seek a better understanding of the world

by blending what is visible and invisible. This spiritual and

sacred element plays an essential role in my creations, leading

me to choose a combination of wood and metal for my

/PRIMITIVE/ line of furniture. These two raw materials conjure

up images of strength and refinement, accentuating the clean

lines I favor.

The smooth, rounded shape of the cylindrical metal bases are

powder-coated (select your color from the RAL range) and

contrast with the power of the black-tinted ash, which in turn

evokes the intensity of ebony, a hue that is so characteristic of

Africa.

To maintain the sleek, streamlined lines that are characteristic

of this collection, the tabletops are fashioned in the shape of an

“airplane wing.”

The woodwork is crafted by hand in a workshop in France.





GIPSY 110
Round top 110cm

GIPSY 80
Round top 80cm

IBIZA
Round top 120cm

BOHEMIAN
Curved table top 80x160cm

Metal bases available      
with the 200 colors from 
the RAL range

Sur-Mesure / 
Personalization



Outdoor

All the furniture is available in an outdoor version.

Once manufactured, the furniture undergoes an anti-corrosive 

treatment to enable it to withstand outdoor weathering. It is then 

painted using a powder-coating process in one of a palette of 150 

colors.



Gipsy outdoor
Gipsy 45  / Gipsy 80 / Gipsy 110

Esprit 140 outdoor

The outdoor range is in powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Mat

Custom colors

156 colors from the RAL color chart



Bohemian outdoor

Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Mat

Custom colors

Curved table top 80x160 cm

Height 35 cm

Weight 60 kg

156 colors

Ibiza outdoor

Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Mat

Custom colors

Round top 120 cm, 4/6 people

Height 72 cm,

Weight 70 kg

156 couleurs

Boho outdoor

Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Mat

Custom colors

Curved table top 120x240 cm, 10/12 people

Height 75 cm

Weight 80 kg

156 colors



Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Mat

Custom colors : 156 colors

Luna 110 outdoor

Top 37x110cm, Height 85 cm

Luna 150 outdoor

Top 37x110cm, Height 85 cm

Luna 130 outdoor

Top 37x110cm, Height 85 cm



Lamp
Sœur

For me “A light has two distinct identities: when switched off, 

it is an object. When lit, it becomes a light sculpture, bathing 

us in a delicate or intense glow, depending on our mood or 

the time of day. Light stimulates our senses in the same way 

as therapy,”.

The /SOEUR/ lamp comprises a blown opaline globe standing 

on a hand-crafted base made of steel and powder-coated 

with a gloss finish to contrast with the more velvety 

appearance of the globe. Placed on the floor or on top of a 

piece of furniture, it gently diffuses light while remaining soft 

to the touch. Each lamp is fitted with a dimmer switch so you 

can modulate the light to suit the time of day and create your 

own atmosphere.



Soeur
lamp series

SMALL BLACK or WHITE

Powder-coated steel - Gloss

Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22 cm

H. together with globe 56 cm

Weight 11 kg

MEDIUM BLACK or WHITE

Powder-coated steel - Gloss

Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22cm

H. together with globe 90 cm

Weight 20 kg



Soeur Lamp
personalized

Powder-coated steel 

Custom colors

200 colors / Gloss

SMALL personalized
Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22 cm

H. together with globe 56 cm

Weight 11 kg

MEDIUM personalized 
Powder-coated steel - Gloss

Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22cm

H. together with globe 90 cm

Weight 20 kg



NEW
Sizes L and XL

Powder-coated steel 

Custom colors

200 colors

L-120cm personalized
Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22 cm

H. together with globe 120 cm

XL-150cm personalized 
Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22 cm

H. together with globe 150 cm



NEW
SOEUR table

Custom color
Powder-coated steel 

Opaline globe: 35 cm

Tube : 22 cm

H. together with globe 90 cm

Table diameter : 50cm



Candlesticks

As decorative objects, they can be placed in your entrance hall 

or in a corridor, alongside a sofa, in front of a fireplace, on a 

flight of stairs or even at the foot of your bathtub.

Handmade from steel in the traditional manner, they are welded 

into a single unit without any screws, and then painted using a 

powder-coating process in a French workshop.

More than just a decorative object, they are charged with 

emotion, poised to embrace the unique story behind each style 

of interior design.



3 sizes / 2 colors

BLACK or WHITE

80 cm  /  90cm / 100cm

Candlesticks
Nonne



Column

When designing the /CHURCH/ column, I drew my inspiration 

from ecclesiastical architecture. The common feature of all 

church buildings - whether a cathedral, abbey, or basilica – is 

their supporting pillars. With its slender curves and square tray 

top measuring 30x30cm with rounded corners resting on three 

columns, this model of a stele has been conceived to celebrate 

the very best of design and art. 

The /CHURCH/ column can be easily incorporated into any 

interior décor and is distinguished by its understated, original 

features.

Made of powder-coated steel, /CHURCH/ is available in a palette 

of two hundred colors from the RAL chart and in three 

alternative heights: 80, 90 and 100 cm.



3 sizes

80 cm  / 90cm /100cm

NEW 
Columns 
Church

Powder-coated steel, Fine-Textured Mat

Custom colors : 156 colors



Sur-mesure
Personalization

My entire collection has been designed in formats that suit me. 
You have other needs, other constraints or other desires, we can 

adapt the sizes and formats of the different models.

Offer on request.



Behind the scene
Manufacturing

All the products created by Laurence du Tilly are manufactured in 
a workshop in France, apart from her lamps which are produced in 
Portugal.

Her craftsmen share her values and work exclusively with the finest
materials, including wood and steel, to create elegant, authentic, 
and resilient products.

To customize her furniture, they use a powder -coating
technique. Her steel designs are color-coated with powder paint 
applied by an electrostatic process, which is then cured in a high-
temperature oven.

Products intended for outdoor use undergo an additional, anti-
corrosion phase involving metallization before being painted, in 
order to withstand the harshest climates, such as the seaside.



The Author “ 
Through my encounters and my 

photos, I aim to convey what each 

person and each place has 

contributed, in addition to my

own spiritual journey : inner peace, an 

ability to listen and discuss in an 

unobtrusive manner and the pursuit

of Harmony .

This is my guiding force and is what I 

seek to share in my daily work.

”

-Laurence du Tilly





laurencedutilly.fr

bylaurence@dutilly.fr

+33 (0)6 07 51 38 21

laurencedutilly
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